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UF’s Student-Run Annual Graphic Design Symposium
Co-Creative Director

Ligature is a weekend-long design symposium run entirely by University of Florida graphic design students. The weekend features talks and 
workshops with highly recognized guest designers. The exhibition and accompanying events are intended to motivate, inspire, and create 
greater design awareness throughout our community.

Partially funded by Student Government, this event has become a gathering for alumni, designers from the community, and world-renowned 
artists who visit to share their insight in a rapidly changing industry.



Ligature 27 Ligature Website Link:
http://ligature27.ufdesigners.com/



Ligature 27 Ligature Website Link:
http://ligature27.ufdesigners.com/



UF Bergstrom Center for Real Estate
Trends + Strategies Conference 2018
Graphic Designer for 2018 Conference
branding: print & web
logo design, program editorial, signage, banners, 
web ads, name tags, lanyards, water bottles

I have been the graphic designer at the UF Bergstrom Center for Real Estate since June of 2017. The most rewarding/demanding of my duties 
has been branding the Center’s annual Trends + Strategies Conference in Orlando from start to finish. Each year industry professionals discuss 
the future of Real Estate and network with the best in the industry at the Conference. The inspiration for my design approach in branding the 
Conference came from the idea of making connections.



Trends + Strategies Conference



Emote App
Spring 2017/MINT Graphic Design Studio
UX/UI, branding & illustration
app design

EMOTE is an app prototype created in the University of Florida’s Graphic Design MINT studio space. Our client was an engineering student at 
UF who has developed a real, working facial recognition software that can immediately identify emotion based on a photo of someone’s face. 
He wanted to develop an app to help children with autism that would interact with his facial recognition software.
 
We called upon the help of Autism Specialists on campus to guide our team throughout research and prototype stages. EMOTE functions as a 
short term solution for parents’ long term goals for their children with high-functioning autism. With the help of specialists, teaching the usage 
of EMOTE could potentially act as a form of “braces” for autistic children everywhere learning to understand emotions and how to deal with 
the social cues involving them.



Emote App



Emote App



Emote App



Emote App Research



Southlake Stage: 
Seasonal Dance Theatre
Fall 2017/Visual Systems
print & illustration
branding, app design

My Southlake Stage concept was inspired by my little sister’s dance career. My theater is solely a dance theater in which each season has 
a new resident choreographer preparing shows, by putting their own dance twist on productions we all know and love. I proposed the 
rotating choreographer model in order to have a theater that always keep things fresh and new for the public, while also working to stimulate 
community building.

For my branding, I wanted to focus on harsh angles that would juxtapose well against the fluid movement in elegant dancer photography. In 
order to give structure to this angular idea, I began my logo ideation with a four pointed parallelogram concept in mind – to nod to the four 
seasons of this seasonal theater. I wanted to make sure the shapes created also alluded to forward movement and framing of the dancers’ 
bodies. I chose to keep my color palette wide and colorful, with four main contrasting colors – blue, pink, yellow, and purple to signify as 
representational colors for each of the seasons. I juxtaposed those bright colors against grayscale imagery and backgrounds to add some 
drama and elegance to the theater’s aesthetic.



Southlake Stage



Southlake Stage InVision App Prototype:
https://projects.invisionapp.com/d/main#/projects/prototypes/12379810

https://projects.invisionapp.com/d/main#/projects/prototypes/12379810


Fluency Foundation
Spring 2018/Senior Studio
print, web & illustration
logo design, folder, booklet, website prototype, 
social media, stickers

America is a country where the promotion of language learning takes a backseat. Schools get less and less funding for foreign language 
courses, and young Americans’ cultural awareness suffers for it. I believe a solution to this issue is to create a non-profit that is dedicated to 
shedding light on the importance of multilingualism, and encouraging young Americans that the power of learning another language is in their 
hands.

The Fluency Foundation aims to provide students with all the resources to show them just how simple and exciting it can be to get on track 
with learning a new language. Students can also grow in their leadership ability and experience with international relations as a Fluency 
Foundation Student Ambassador.



Fluency Foundation



Fluency Foundation InVision App Prototype:
https://projects.invisionapp.com/d/main#/console/12832205/268672004/preview

https://projects.invisionapp.com/d/main#/console/12832205/268672004/preview


Fluency Foundation InVision App Prototype:
https://projects.invisionapp.com/d/main#/console/12832205/268672004/preview

https://projects.invisionapp.com/d/main#/console/12832205/268672004/preview


Closer Catalog
Fall 2017/Ideas and Styles
print, hand-lettered logo, illustration, UX/UI
catalog, app screens

Closer is a company that serves couples in long distance relationships. Our goal is to make the experience easier and more enjoyable for LDR 
couples by providing positive encouragement and virtual coaching through custom product delivery.

Inspired by their own experiences in long-distance relationships, the minds behind Closer hope to allow for a unique level of interaction 
between the participants of a long-distance relationship. This company aims to go beyond the usual products offered for LDR couples. The 
focus is on each individual couples’ needs—couples provide information about who they each are and about their relationships. What’s most 
important is each of their love languages. This will determine the way the company’s service works. For example, if the user claims their love 
language to be gifts, the service will mail them secret gifts all relating to their loved one, or gifts directly from their loved one.



Closer Catalog



Closer Catalog



Closer Catalog



Closer Catalog



Closer App Screens



Le Chéile Website:
Interaction Design
Fall 2016/Visualization & Creativity
Recipient of Best Junior Entry Award for Ligature 26 Design Symposium
website prototype, adobe Xd video

For this semester-long design research project I had been studying the needs of those who Irish dance in Gainesville and all over the world. My 
findings have taught me many things, but what stands out overall is that the Irish dance community is very isolated and divided when it should 
be united across nations. The Gainesville Irish dance community is very small- consisting of the Irish Dance club at the University of Florida 
and the Hogan School of Irish Dance. This is consistent with the size of the entire Florida region of Irish dancers. There are countless regions of 
Irish dancers all over the world and only a few of them are highly concentrated. For that reason, it has become increasingly important for the 
world Irish dance community to become more united in this age of social media and digital communication.
 
The Le Chéile Website interaction design was the third and final piece of this 3 part design research project. This website was created to cater 
to the needs and interests of any level of Irish dancer or any person interested in the Irish dance community. In doing so, this would hope to 
hypothetically ignite inspiration for the rest of the Irish dance community to go digital, as they are still taking competition scores on pen and 
paper. This website includes articles related to anything in Irish dance, has spotlights on certain dancers or dance schools, and much more for 
entertainment. It also presents all of the events and programs Le Chéile has to offer in an exciting and organized manner. A key feature to the 
website is personalized home pages that allow the user experience to be catered specifically to whatever user engages with the site. Finally, the 
website also has reviews on important products dancers may need, and has videos dancers can send in and share of their talent.



Le Chéile Website Adobe Xd Demo Video: https://vimeo.com/195893063

https://vimeo.com/195893063


Le Chéile Website Adobe Xd Demo Video: https://vimeo.com/195893063

https://vimeo.com/195893063


Le Chéile World
Showcase Branding
Fall 2016/Visualization & Creativity
Recipient of Best Junior Entry Award for Ligature 26 Design Symposium
logo design, poster design, ticket design, button design

“Le Chéile.” ( pronounced – “leh kay-lah”). It’s a Gaelic phrase that has no English language equivalent, but the feeling is universal. Literally it 
means “together”.
 
As explained in my website interaction design, this branding piece was a sub-project in my semester long design research project on the Irish 
dance community. The overarching goal was to come up with designs that would promote the unification of the world Irish dance community 
in a non-competitive way. This was the final outcome of the branding for my Irish dance world showcase hosted by the company I created, 
called Le Chéile. As shown by the definition I added above, this aim for this company is to bring a sense of togetherness to Irish dancers 
across the world. I designed a poster for the event, tickets that would act as a guests’ pass on the lanyard they would receive, and also buttons 
representing the country of origin of the dancer attending the event. The buttons are the element that ties the whole concept of the event 
together in an interactive way.



IRISH
DANCE

history

BEGINNER ADVANCED 
BEGINNER

NOVICE

   PRIZE
WINNER

  PRELIMINARY
CHAMPIONSHIP

         OPEN
CHAMPIONSHIP

Moving up 
between the first 
3 grades is 
determined by 
teacher based on 
skill.

To move up past Prize 
Winner, one must place 
1st in all feiseanna.

To move up, one must 
place 1st twice in one 

year, which is difficult 
in some regions.

grades

competitio
ns

music

the

world of

Irish dance is unique to other styles of 
dance in its music use. Every single 
dance has a different song style specific 
to its own category. All dances at 
competition, whether ceili group 
numbers or solo sets, are always 
danced to traditional Irish music. The 
instruments played in any given 
number include the Irish bodhran or 
fiddle, concertina, guitar, whistle or 
flute. Musicality is key for an Irish 
dancer, which is why it is important to 
memorize the different beats in a song 
for each style of dance.

hard shoe
“HEAVIES” or “JIG 

SHOES”

are hard shoes with fi-
berglass toes and heels. 
Both boys and girls 
wear these. There are 
three different hard 
shoe dances:

soft shoe

can you
talk the TALK?

local feis

Oireachtas
Nationals

Worlds

JUDGING

STIGMAS

EDUCATION

DISCONNECT

It’s pretty common for 
judges to favor certain 
monopolized dance schools 
and score unfairly in An 
Coimisiun.

There are much less male Irish 
dancers than females because of 
the stigma against men in the 
sport. This causes a lack of 
competition for them.

globalization
costs

garb

1600 BC

1300 BC

1569

1700s

1893

1930

AN COIMISIUN
(”The Irish Dancing Commission”)

The original and largest organization 
started in 1930. It is known for being 

more global than its counterparts, 
and always has larger competitions. 

The majority of dance schools 
worldwide compete in An Coimisiun.

AN COMHDHAIL
(”Cogol”)

The second largest existing Irish dance 
organizaiton. It is more limited to the 
Celtic Nations & England. Cogol has 

gained popularity for being more 
traditional and less political.

organizations

how does the 

IRISH DANCE
COMMUNITY

really feel?

major
dance 
ISSUES

Treble Jig

Hornpipe

Treble Reel

Irish Dancers 
can be found 

in....
Canada
U.S.A

England
Scotland
Australia

New Zealand
mainland Europe

Russia
Japan

Mexico
South Africa

Kenya

Irish Dance has grown drastically 
since the 90s when it reached global 
recognition because of the 
Riverdance performance for the 
Eurovision Song contest in 1994 led 
by Irish dance legends Michael 
Flatley and Jean Butler. Many 
dancers from all over the world are 
not even of Irish descent, which 
shows that the sport has expanded 
beyond its cultural circle. Irish 
dancers can be found sporadically 
throughout the world, although they 
are not connected to each other. 
Curently, the only event that 
connects this global community of 
dancers is when they come together 
to compete at Worlds.

Ancient Celts & 
Druids had 
religious rituals 
involving dance

First feis called Feis 
Teamhair by King 
Ollam Fodhla

Sir Henry Sidney 
writes to Queen 
Elizabeth I telling of 
the jigs danced by 
Ladies of Galway

Irish Dance Master 
traveled & taught 
youth in each district 
the group dances of 
their heritage

Gaelic League 
organized formal 
competition, began 
the practice of 
organized dance 
lessons

Irish Dancing 
Commision - strictly 
Irish legislation of 
teachers & 
adjucators

“GHILLIES”

are soft shoes made of 
black leather and are 
similar to ballet shoes 
in design. Only girls 
wear these; the male 
version has a hard 
heel. There are four 
different soft shoe 
dances:

Reel

Slip Jig

Light Jig

Single Jig

Many words or phrases concerning Irish step dancing 
are in the traditional Irish Gaelic language! Here are 
some key words to understanding Irish dance.

Singluar term for an organized Irish dance 
competition 

Plural term for competitions

term for group dances, either 
traditional or non-traditional

Regional competition in which one can 
qualify to compete in Nationals

Old traditional style of Irish dance 
similar to tap dancing, typically solo 
or in small groups

FEIS

FEISEANNA

CEILI

OIREACHTAS

SEAN NOS

:

:

:

:

:

CLASSES

SOLO DRESS

MENSWEAR

FEIS FEES

HARD SHOES

SOFT SHOES

=

=

=

=

=

=

$100

$3,000

$400

$100

$170

$70

SOLO DRESS
worn at all 

competitons when 
competing solo, all 

unique

POODLE SOCKS
traditional socks worn by all 
Irish dancers, held up on 
legs by special sock glue 
applied to skin

“Other dance styles have 
changed over the years, but 

most parts of Irish dance 
have kept tradition for 

centuries.”

“As Irish dancers, we are trained 
to be versatile. We have to be 

equally strong in both hard and 
soft shoe dances to succeed.”

“It’s crazy to think how Irish 
dance came from such a small 

country and has stayed popular 
for centuries. Now you can find 
Irish dancers from all over the 

world.”“There are some traditional set 
dances that have been the same 
for over 2000 years, and all Irish 
dancers know how to dance their 

specific choreography.”

“Since we are such a 
unique community of 
dancers, we tend to 
make friends with 
other Irish dancers 

easily.”

Many dancers that 
compete now actually 
know little to nothing 
about Irish Dance history 
because teachers aren’t 
stressing it.”

Regions with less dancers get 
less opportunity to compete 
because there are always less 
feiseanna than in the more 
prominent regions, like the 
northeast U.S.

“Being an Irish dancer 
challenges you in ways 

that other styles can’t. We 
probably have the most 
endurance of all types of 

dancers.”

“I love that my small dance school 
is like a family, but being a part of 
one of the smaller regions of Irish 
dance makes me feel disconnected 

from the global dance 
community.”

“Irish Dance keeps me in 
tip top shape, and allows 
me to express myself in a 
way that other activies 

cannot.”

       CURLY WIG
worn at competitions and 

anchored onto scalp by buns 
with many pins

Le Chéile Website Initial 29”x60” Irish Dance Research Poster



Pérez Art Museum Miami
Summer 2017/Internship
print & web
typesetting, bus stop design, e-vite design, 
web design, motion graphics

This past summer I was lucky enough to have the amazing opportunity of being the first graphic design intern at PAMM, the Pérez Art Museum 
Miami. I worked directly under the Senior Visual Designer, Ray Adrian in the Marketing Department. My duties included designing e-vites for 
every upcoming event for PAMM members, redesigning the PAMM Portraits blog, typesetting gallery notes for exhibits, attending meetings with 
the museum leaders, designing different print collateral and much more.

PAMM Portraits Blog: https://pammart.wordpress.com/
Motion Graphic: https://vimeo.com/243003340

https://pammart.wordpress.com/ 
https://vimeo.com/243003340


PAMM: Digital Bus Signs



PAMM: Rack Card



PAMM: Member E-Vites


